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Clinical prediction models are useful in addressing several orthopedic conditions with

various cohorts. American football provides a good population for attempting to predict

injuries due to their relatively high injury rate. Physical performance can be assessed a

variety of ways using an assortment of different tests to assess a diverse set of metrics,

which may include reaction time, speed, acceleration, and deceleration. Asymmetry, the

difference between right and left performance has been identified as a possible risk

factor for injury. The purpose of this study was to determine the whole-body reactive

agility metrics that would identify Division I football players who were at elevated risk

for core, and lower extremity injuries (CLEI). This cohort study utilized 177 Division I

football players with a total of 57 CLEI suffered who were baseline tested prior to the

season. Single-task and dual-task whole-body reactive agility movements in lateral and

diagonal direction reacting to virtual reality targets were analyzed separately. Receiver

operator characteristic (ROC) analyses narrowed the 34 original predictor variables to five

variables. Logistic regression analysis determined the three strongest predictors of CLEI

for this cohort to be: lateral agility acceleration asymmetry, lateral flanker deceleration

asymmetry, and diagonal agility reaction time average. Univariable analysis found odds

ratios to range from 1.98 to 2.75 for these predictors of CLEI. ROC analysis had an area

under the curve of 0.702 for any combination of two or more risk factors produced an

odds ratio of 5.5 for risk of CLEI. These results suggest an asymmetry of 8–15% on

two of the identified metrics or a slowed reaction time of ≥0.787 s places someone at

increased risk of injury. Sixty-three percent (36/57) of the players who sustained an injury

had ≥2 positive predictors In spite of the recognized limitation, these finding support the

belief that whole-body reactive agility performance can identify Division I football players

who are at elevated risk for CLEI.

Keywords: performance assessment, prediction modeling, asymmetry, whole-body reactive agility, reaction time,

speed, acceleration, deceleration

INTRODUCTION

Clinical prediction models have been created for a variety of orthopedic conditions using a variety
of cohorts (Gribble et al., 2016; Moran et al., 2017; Panken et al., 2017; Beltran-Alacreu et al., 2018;
Bruce et al., 2018; De Blaiser et al., 2018; Frangiamore et al., 2020). A useful clinical prediction
model must go through three phases of development and evaluation. The first step is to establish
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a strong relationship between the predictor variables and the
injury or injuries being examined. Step two is the validation of a
prediction model on a different, yet similar cohort. The third step
is evaluating the model on clinical practice and whether or not a
positive change occurs. The primary problems in the application
of prediction models to similar cohorts are differences in the
predictor variables, or the metrics assessed, or minor deviations
in how performance tests are administered. To date, no universal
screening tests are available to predict musculoskeletal injuries as
the risk factors are highly population-specific. Additionally, there
is a lack of intervention studies to provide sufficient support for
specific injury risk screening (Bahr, 2016).

American football offers a good population and setting for
attempting to predict injuries. Typical college football teams have
about 100 or more players on each team. At the intercollegiate
level, the injury rate for football is the second highest, trailing
only wrestling [7.29–9.28 injuries per 1,000 Athlete-Exposures
(A-Es)]. Although the number of players on a high school football
teams are considerably less than intercollegiate teams and are
highly dependent upon the size of the school, high school football
has the highest injury rate of any sport with 4.01 injuries per
1,000 A-Es. High school wrestling has the next highest injury rate
at 2.38 injuries per 1,000 A-Es (Kerr et al., 2018; Kroshus et al.,
2018). If examining other sports, then either a large number of
teams have to be recruited for the assessment or a school’s team
needs to be followed for several years. For this study, we used
intercollegiate football players.

There are many types of physical performance assessments,
which athletes are asked to perform in an effort to quantify their
neuromuscular performance capabilities. Tests that involve lower
extremity movement patterns such as: jump, hop, balance and
reach, excursion, lunge, and step-up/down have been utilized
(Huxel Bliven and Anderson, 2013; Park et al., 2013; McGovern
et al., 2018; Bagherian et al., 2019). Additionally, tests involving
sprints, shuttle runs, bench presses, push-up tests, and core
muscular endurance tests have also been used to assess functional
movements (Hegedus et al., 2015; Nuzzo, 2015; Tarara et al.,
2016; Bruce et al., 2017). These test variables are measurements
for time, for distance, for height, or for repetitions. The main
problem with many of these tests is they tend to focus on a single
performance factor and are not activities that closely replicate
American football-specific movement patterns.

Measuring multiple capabilities during execution of sport-
specific movements with simultaneous imposition of cognitive
demand would be optimal. Whole-body reactive agility (WBRA)
involves integration of perceptual, cognitive, andmotor processes
that are required in athletic activities (Wilkerson et al., 2018;
Araújo et al., 2019). Metrics such as reaction time (RT), speed,
acceleration and deceleration () reflect performance capabilities
required for both athletic success and injury avoidance, but
simultaneous assessment can be difficult (De Blaiser et al., 2018;
Vereijken et al., 2020).

Another problem is identification of the most important
movement variables. Neuromechanical responsiveness is
the ability to integrate neurocognitive and neuromechanical
processes during athletic activities (Wilkerson et al., 2018).
Intuitively, athletes with the quickest reaction time, and the

fastest speed, acceleration and deceleration would be the
better performers. Likewise, when two athletes or two teams
are mismatched it is generally easy to tell which person or
team is faster. The problem occurs when assessing a group
of athletes who are similar in many of these metrics. A single
assessment session does not provide for all aspects of the complex
systems involved in functional movement. Factors such as time,
motivation, energy levels, stress, emotions, pain or psychosocial
factors cannot be accounted for in a single session (Fonseca et al.,
2020). Multiple testing sessions will permit a more complete
picture of the athlete’s neuromechanical responsiveness.

Reaction time is fundamental to sports activity and everyday
life. Athletes must react to other players or to the ball. Drivers
must step on a brake or turn the steering wheel to avoid a crash.
Walking or moving requires one to react to ground reaction
forces or environmental stimuli to avoid a fall or injury (Lempke
et al., 2020). There are several types of RT based on the stimulus
and the resulting response. Simple RT is the quickest response to
a stimulus with little to no conscious thought. Choice RT involves
a go-no go decision to be made in response to the stimulus.
Discrimination RT entails responding to a complex stimulus to
include a more extensive cognitive process causing a decision
between the correct responses over an incorrect response. This
increase in cognitive involvement prolongs the completion of the
response (Jensen, 2006). Regardless of the type of RT it consists
of two parts: latency time, and motor time. Latency time is the
time from the appearance of the stimulus to the initiation of the
movement response. Motor time is the time from the initiation
of the movement to completing the response to the stimulus
(Gallagher et al., 2020).

Through the years, the value coaches place on speed has
been well-documented in the sports media. However, the
ability to accelerate and decelerate may be bigger keys in
athletics. American football has shown higher intensities in
accelerations compared to decelerations. All other sports had
higher decelerations than accelerations (Harper et al., 2019).

A variable that should be considered in any injury prediction
model is performance asymmetry. An asymmetry (Asym)
represents differences between right and left direction and
is expressed as a percentage (Gordon et al., 2021). Helme
et al., did a systematic review of 14 clinical prediction
model studies with half of the studies finding statistically
significant results. Asymmetries were assessed with the functional
movement screening in three of the seven statistically significant
studies, two utilized the Star Excursion Balance test, and
one examined the Y-balance test. The seventh study utilized
isokinetic testing. Six of the seven studies reported their findings
with positive likelihood ratios that ranged from 1.78 to 2.72
(mean = 2.15, sd ± 0.402) (Helme et al., 2021). Whole-
body reactive agility Asyms represent differences in movement
performance capabilities since both extremities contribute to
the movement of the body in any direction (Wilkerson et al.,
2020).

Single-task activities involves the player performing either
a cognitive task or a movement task in isolation. Dual-task
activities require an athlete to cognitively process a variety of
sensory inputs, and then produce a correct physical response.
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Cognitive demand imposed during movement defines a dual-
task activity (Büttner et al., 2020; Wingerson et al., 2020).
Athletic activities require perception of changing environmental
conditions, decision-making, and activation of effective motor
patterns to either avoid collisions or resist potentially injurious
external forces (Giza and Hovda, 2014; Büttner et al., 2020; Ness
et al., 2020). Many sport-specific tasks require dual-task neural
processing (Ness et al., 2020), but most clinical assessments
involve single-task activities.

Core and lower extremity injuries (CLEI) have been studied
previously in prediction models (Wilkerson et al., 2012;
Wilkerson and Colston, 2015). Research has demonstrated that
poor core stability is related to low back pain. Low back pain has
been associated with lower extremity injury, and lower extremity
injury predisposes one having low back pain (Leetun et al., 2004;
Hart et al., 2006; Zazulak et al., 2007; Hammill et al., 2008;
Wilkerson et al., 2012; Wilkerson and Colston, 2015). For these
reasons we focused our analysis on CLEI.

Although previous studies have examined components of
WBRA such as reaction time, speed, acceleration, deceleration,
asymmetries, and dual-task metrics, only a few have examined
these variables jointly (Wilkerson et al., 2017, 2018, 2020, 2021a;
Hogg et al., 2021). None of these studies examined these metrics
specifically for CLEI in intercollegiate football players. Therefore,
our purpose was to determine the WBRA metrics that would
identify Division I football players who were at elevated risk
for CLEI. Our research hypothesis was we would be able to
create clinical prediction model using WMBR metrics to identify
Division I football players with increased risk of CLEI.

METHODS

Participants
This study utilized a cohort of two different NCAA Division
I football programs (n = 177): Team A was a Football Bowl
Subdivision (FBS) team (n = 102); Team B was a Football
Championship Subdivision (FCS) program (n = 75). Each
player was tested prior to the beginning of pre-season camp in
2019 and 2020, for WBRA. Testing was part of the evaluation
process utilized by the strength and conditioning staff at each
university. In cases where football players were tested for both
seasons, a player’s initial assessment was used in the analysis and
corresponding injury data for that season were used.

Procedures
Each player was assessed for WBRA utilizing two lateral
movement tests and two diagonal-backward movement tests
(TRAZER R© Sports Stimulator; Traq Global Ltd, Westlake, OH).
The TRAZER R© has been found to be reliable and valid for
assessing WBRA metrics (Hogg et al., 2021). The four tests used
were a standard screening protocol within the unit. The order of
the four tests were set by the manufacturer and were the same for
each player. The player stood 2.7m from a 48× 86 cm television
screen in the middle of an area ∼1.75 × 1.75m (Hogg et al.,
2021; Figure 1). An avatar of the player was projected onto the
screen and they would respond to virtual targets (Figure 2). For
the lateral agility and diagonal agility tests, the athlete would

respond to eight randomly appearing targets (four on each side),
side-shuffling 1.8 meters to the right or left for Lateral Agility
or moving backward and laterally at a 45◦ angle 2.7 meters for
the Diagonal Agility test (Figures 1, 2). Both Lateral Agility and
Diagonal Agility are defined as single-task activities. The other
two tests were dual-task activities incorporating the Flanker Test,
a reliable measure of executive function (Paap and Sawi, 2016).
The Flanker Test is a discrimination RT type test, involving a
series of five arrows appearing at the top of the screen for 500ms,
and are in one of four configurations: congruent < < < < <

or > > > > >; or incongruent < < > < < or > > < >

> (Eriksen and Eriksen, 1974; Paap and Sawi, 2016; Wilkerson
et al., 2021b). The player was instructed to go to the target
that corresponded in the direction of the middle arrow (Lateral
Flanker, Diagonal Flanker). Because the athlete must first find
the middle arrow, interpret the direction and then move to the
corresponding target defines this as a dual-task activity. There
were eight randomly appearing patterns, four repetitions each to
the right and left, with two of each of the congruent patterns
and two of each of the incongruent patterns. Body movement
of 1.8 meters was necessary to deactivate the lateral targets,
or 2.5 meters of movement to deactivate the diagonal targets
(Wilkerson et al., 2018, 2020). No practice trials were permitted,
but the players were allowed to watch their teammates perform
the tests. The test session took each player < 6min to complete
all four tests.

Reaction time was determined by “the time elapsed from
target appearance to 0.2m of body core displacement” in
the correct direction (Wilkerson et al., 2020). These times
were averaged over the eight trials, four in each direction, to
provide an average RT. Additionally, speed, acceleration, and
deceleration () were assessed simultaneously during the same
movement patterns and averages for each of these metrics were
also provided. For the Flanker tests, the proportion of correct
responses out of the eight trials were also produced (Wilkerson
et al., 2020).

Injury Tracking
The athletic training staffs at the schools used in this study
were permitted to utilize their usual and customary procedures
for injury tracking and record keeping. At the conclusion of
the season a record review of the injury tracking software was
performed. An injury was operationally defined as any sprains or
strains suffered as a result of intercollegiate athletic participation,
were evaluated by a certified athletic trainer or a physician,
required a change in participant level (<100%), for at least 1 day
and were recorded on a coaches’ report or daily injury report. To
focus our analysis we included only those injuries resulting from
insufficient neuromuscular response to dynamic loads; therefore,
we excluded concussions, contusions, fractures, open wounds,
and overuse disorders from the study.

Statistical Analysis
The record review included which players had suffered an injury,
how many injuries they suffered throughout the season, and the
region of the body injured. Regions included: 1. core (trunk and
spine), 2. lower extremity, 3. upper extremity, 4. concussion.
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic of the set-up used for the WBRA tests.

Core and lower extremity injuries had the greatest frequency
of injuries combined, but not separately, thus we chose core
and lower extremity injuries (CLEI) as our dependent variable.
Additionally, a review of the athletic trainers’ daily injury reports
provided to the coaches was performed to ensure all injuries had
been accounted for and recorded. Any discrepancies or questions
regarding a player’s injury were taken to the athletic trainer in
charge of football for consultation.

Each of the four test modes (Lateral Agility, Lateral Flanker,
Diagonal Agility, and Diagonal Flanker), generated data for four
metrics (RT, Speed, Acceleration, and Deceleration) creating 16
variables. Imputation for the missing values was accomplished
using the group mean for the variable. There were only six scores
that needed to be imputed [6/(16 variables × 177 players) =

2,832 total variables = 0.212%]. To examine for outliers, the raw
values of the 16 variables were transformed into z-scores. Because
a smaller value for RT corresponds to superior performance,

the RT z-scores were multiplied by −1 to represent better
performance with a higher z-score value. A review of the data
was performed searching for outliers, which were operationally
defined as any z-score greater than three standard deviations
above or below the mean. In such cases, the outlier raw scores
were replaced with a value corresponding to three standard
deviations above or below the variable-specific mean value. Only
25 scores [25/(16× 177= 2,832)= 0.883%], were determined to
be outliers (Tabachnick et al., 2007).

Asymmetry (Asym) was defined as the absolute difference
between test metric values for the two directions to the better
of the two performance values, yielding a proportion of the
difference for each of the four test’s metrics (RT Asym, Speed
Asym, Acceleration Asym, and Deceleration Asym), producing
an additional 16 variables (Wilkerson et al., 2020). The average
of the four asymmetry scores for each of the four test
modes was calculated (Asym Avg). An additional metric titled
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FIGURE 2 | A student-athlete being assessed for their WBRA metrics.

“Efficiency Index” was calculated by dividing the Avg RT by
the Correct Proportion of Flanker Test responses. The smaller
the Efficiency Index, the better the score. The mean scores
and the asymmetries for each of the four metrics for each
of the four test modes produced a total of 32 variables. The
four Avg Asym plus both EI scores produced an additional six
variables for a total of 38 variables to analyze (Halliday et al.,
2018).

Multicollinearity analysis was performed to eliminate any
variables that were highly correlated with other variables.
Multicollinearity is present when the variance inflation
factor (VIF) is >10.0 (Mertler and Vannetta, 2005; Field,
2009). Variables with high VIF values were eliminated from
further consideration.

Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) analyses were used
to assess each of the remaining variables. Our goal was to
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determine the best possible set of predictors and not to screen
variables for statistical significance; therefore we operationally
determined an ROC curve with an Area under the Curve (AUC)
of ≥0.550 or a p-value of ≤0.20 for continuous variables, to
advance to multivariable analysis (Kuijpers et al., 2006; Teyhen
et al., 2007; Alba et al., 2017). The remaining continuous variables
were entered into a backward logistic regression analysis to
determine the best set of predictors. Predicted probabilities were
calculated by SPSS for each player in the analysis for both the
continuous and binary versions of the predictor variables where
the natural log odds values for each participant were converted
to predicted probabilities. Another ROC analysis was performed
to assess the model for the probability of a CLEI occurring using
the model. Further analysis of the prediction model was made
utilizing the Area Under the Curve. Variables which the logistic
regression identified as having the strongest association with
CLEI were converted to binary variables on the basis of Youden’s
Index from the univariable ROC analyses (Youden’s Index is
the difference between the sensitivity and 1-specificity). The
largest difference provided the cut-point for binary classification
of the predictor variables (Youden, 1950; Teyhen et al., 2020).
The logistic regression was repeated for the binary form of the
surviving variables with predicted probabilities also calculated
through SPSS. Receiver Operator Characteristic analysis was
performed on this set of predicted probabilities and a cut-point
was established using Youden’s Index from this analysis (Teyhen
et al., 2020).

Based on the binary variables, participants were coded
with a “1” if associated with a CLEI history or a “0” if
not associated with a CLEI. The coded variables were then
summed, and a ROC analysis was repeated to determine the
optimal number of predictors. Participants’ whose summed
total of positive predictor variables was at or above this
cut point were coded with a “1,” those with a sum below
the identified cut point were coded with a “0.” Two-by-
two cross-tabulation analysis was used to calculate Sensitivity,
Specificity, Positive Predictive Value, Negative Predictive Value,
Odds Ratio, and Relative Risk, with associated 95% confident
intervals (CI) for the individual predictors and combinations
of predictors.

RESULTS

There were no statistical differences between the two
football teams on demographic or anthropometric metrics
(Table 1). The overall injury rate of 32.2% (57/177), was
less than the four-season average of 45% (Luedke et al.,
2020). A statistically significant difference was present in
the number of injuries suffered by the two teams. The
Football Bowl Subdivision team suffered only 16 injuries
(16/102 = 15.7%), while the Football Championship
Subdivision team had 41 injuries (41/75 = 54.7%), [χ2

(1)

= 30.08, p = 0.001]. Statistical power was calculated using
OpenEpi website and was computed to be 99.6% (Soe et al.,
2005).

Multicollinearity analysis eliminated the Avg Asym variable
for each of the four tests modes. Receiver Operator Characteristic
analysis was performed on the four Avg Asym variables
to double check for prediction power, but these AUCs
were <0.550. Receiver Operator Characteristic analyses were
performed on the remaining 34 variables and further reducing
the data set to five variables. The AUCs for these five
variables ranged from 0.555 to 0.596 and p-values from 0.040
to 0.242.

The five continuous independent variables that survived ROC
analysis were entered into a backward entry logistic regression.
This regression analysis was performed to ascertain the effects
of RT, Speed, Acceleration, and Deceleration assessed through
the four different test modes (Lateral Agility, Lateral Flanker,
Diagonal Agility, and Diagonal Flanker), on the likelihood for
subsequent CLEI occurrence. There were three variables which
survived this step: Lateral Flanker Deceleration Asym, Lateral
Agility Acceleration Asym, and Diagonal Agility RT Avg. A
comparison of the means and standard deviations of these
final three predictor variable for those classified as injured
vs. not injured is provided in Table 2. An independent t-test
comparing the Injured vs. Not Injured groups was statistically
significant for the Lateral Flanker Deceleration Asym (p =

0.034), and Lateral Agility Acceleration Asym (p = 0.030),
predictors, but there was not a statistically significant difference
between the groups for the Diagonal Agility RT Avg (p
= 0.127).

The three-factor model was statistically significant [χ2
(3)

=

13.41, p = 0.004], and correctly classified 68.9% (122/177) of
the cases. The Nagelkerke R2 was 0.102 while the Hosmer and
Lemeshow Test was not statistically significant (p = 0.340),
signifying that the model demonstrated acceptable fit to the data.
The beta weights from the logistic regression along with the
Wald statistic, p-value and the adjusted odds ratio with 95%
CIs are provided for the continuous variables in Table 3. One
concern was that the 95% CIs for the adjusted odds ratio for
the continuous version of the final three predictors were wide,
suggesting unstable data.

Based on the univariable ROC analysis for each of the final
three predictors, cut-points were determined based on Youden’s
Index. The logistic regression was repeated for the binary form
of the final three predictor variables. This binary, three-factor
model was statistically significant [χ2

(3)
= 20.75, p≤ 0.001], and it

correctly classified 68.9% (122/177) of the cases. The Nagelkerke
R2 was 0.156 while the Hosmer and Lemeshow Test was not
statistically significant (p = 0.607), signifying that the model
demonstrated acceptable fit to the data. The beta weights from
the logistic regression along with the Wald statistic, p-value and
the adjusted odds ratio with 95% CIs are provided for the binary
variables in Table 4. Receiver Operator Characteristic analysis
was performed on the predicted probabilities for the binary form
of the final three predictors and found an AUC = 0.709 (p ≤

0.001). (Sensitivity= 63.2%; Specificity= 76.3%).
Univariable analysis of the binary form of the final three

predictors was performed with a 2 x 2 cross-tabulations table
(Table 5). The odd ratios for each of the three variables ranged
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TABLE 1 | Demographic data for each of the football teams in the cohort.

Age (yrs)(±sd) Height (cm) (±sd) Weight (kg)(±sd) BMI (±sd) MMOI(±sd)

FBS Team A (n = 102) 20.07 ± 1.59 185.93 ± 0.068 105.01 ± 22.02 30.22 ± 5.32 366.77 ± 95.43

FCS Team B (n = 75) 20.11 ± 1.52 185.43 ± 0.069 102.85 ± 19.53 29.79 ± 4.60 357.04 ± 86.90

Overall (n = 183) 20.09 ± 1.56 1.86 ± 0.068 104.13 ± 21.00 30.05 ± 5.03 362.78 ± 91.91

t-test; t = −0.139 t = 0.480 t = 0.683 t = 0.574 t = 0.704

p-value p = 0.890 p = 0.632 p = 0.486 p = 0.566 p = 0.483

FBS, Football Bowl Subdivision; FCS, Football Championship Subdivision; MMOI, Mass Moment of Inertia.

TABLE 2 | Means and standard deviations comparing injured vs. not injured for the final three predictor variables.

Injured Not injured Independent t-test (p ≤ 0.05)

n = 57 120 177

LF Dec Asym 14.29% ± 9.45 11.25% ± 8.52 t(175) = −2.14; p = 0.034

LA Acc Asym 13.60% ± 9.22 10.66% ± 9.22 t(175) = −2.94; p = 0.030

DA RT Avg 0.761 ± 0.167 0.724 ± 0.144 t(175) = −1.53; p = 0.127

LF, Lateral Flanker; LA, Lateral Agility; DA, Diagonal Agility; Dec, Deceleration; Acc, Acceleration; RT, Reaction Time; Avg, Average.

from 1.98 to 2.75, while the Positive Predictive Value ranged
from 41.2 to 47% and Negative Predictive Value ranged from 73
to 79.7%.

The number of predictors each player was positive for was
summed. A ROC analysis was performed on the three-factor
model to determine the optimum cut-point, which was found
to be ≥2 factors (Figure 3). The AUC for this model was 0.702.
To examine the multiple metrics of the three-factor model a
2 × 2 cross-tabulations table was created (Table 6). A football
player who was positive on any combination of two of the three
variables had an OR was 5.51, indicating he had just over 5.5
times greater odds of suffering a CLEI compared to another
player who was positive on less than two factors. The Sensitive
was 63.2%, Specificity was 76.3%, regarding model accuracy. The
Positive Predictive Value of a football player suffering a CLEI was
56.3% (36/64) and Negative Predictive Value was 81.1% (90/111).

Predicted Probabilities
The predicted probabilities were calculated as part of the logistic
regression analysis for the continuous variables. A ROC analysis
of the predicted probabilities for the continuous variables was
produced and had an AUC of 0.670 (p ≤ 0.001) (Figure 4). The
prognostic accuracy was determined utilizing Youden’s Index
(Youden, 1950). The Youden’s Index cut-point provided 71.9%
Sensitivity, 60.0% Specificity, and an Odd Ratio of 3.84 (95%
CI: 1.94, 7.61). The Positive Predictive Value of a football player
suffering a CLEI was 46.1% and Negative Predictive Value was
81.8% (Figure 4).

The logistic regression analysis was repeated with the binary
form of the final three variables and the predicted probabilities
were calculated. A ROC analysis of the predicted probabilities for
the binary variables was produced and had an AUC of 0.709 (p >

0.001) (Figure 4). The prognostic accuracy was determined using

the Youden’s Index (Youden, 1950). The Youden’s Index cut-
point provided 63.2% Sensitivity, 76.3% Specificity, Odd Ratio
of 5.38 (95% CI: 2.72, 10.63). The Positive Predictive Value
of a football player suffering a CLEI was 56.2% and Negative
Predictive Value was 81.1% (Figure 4; Table 6).

Injury Incidence
Table 7 provides the injury incidence by the number of risk-
factors a player possessed. Players with ≥2 factors suffered the
majority of the injuries with 55.4% of those players with two
or more predictors becoming injured. Only 18.8% of the players
with <2 factors suffered a CLEI.

DISCUSSION

This study responded to a need of which WBRA metrics could
identify the Division I football players who were at elevated
risk for CLEI. Additionally, we demonstrated methods to assess
RT, Speed, Acceleration, and Deceleration simultaneously. The
results demonstrated that RT, Acceleration, and Deceleration
were the key metrics for this cohort of Division I football players.
Finally, a high asymmetry value, the difference between right and
left movements, maybe an important injury risk factor.

Prediction Model
Our intent was to identify the WBRA assessment metrics that
help to identify those Division I football players might be
classified as high-risk for CLEI. Initially, we used ROC analyses to
determine the individual strength of the predictor variable using
a liberal threshold for the AUC of ≥0.550 or a p-value of ≤0.20
for variables to advance to multivariable analysis (Kuijpers et al.,
2006; Teyhen et al., 2007; Alba et al., 2017).We decided that these
criteria would prevent us from excluding potentially important
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TABLE 3 | Logistic regression results for the final three, predictor, continuous variables.

Predictor variable Beta weight Wald Statistic p-value Exp (B) (95% CI)

LF Dec Asym 4.25 5.13 0.024 70.08 (1.77, 2,773.59)

LA Acc Asym 4.78 5.79 0.016 118.83 (2.42, 5,831.78)

DA RT Avg 2.30 4.30 0.038 9.94 (1.14, 86.82)

Degrees of Freedom, 1.

LF, Lateral Flanker; LA, Lateral Agility; DA, Diagonal Agility; Dec, Deceleration; Acc, Acceleration; RT, Reaction Time; Avg, Average; Adj OR, Adjusted Odds Ratio.

TABLE 4 | Logistic regression results for the final three, predictor, binary variables.

Predictor variable Beta weight Wald statistic p-value Adj OR (95% CI)

LF Dec Asym 1.07 8.34 0.004 2.90 (1.41, 5.98)

LA Acc Asym 1.01 7.36 0.007 2.74 (1.32, 5.66)

DA RT Avg 0.896 6.17 0.013 2.45 (1.21, 4.97)

Degrees of Freedom, 1.

LF, Lateral Flanker; LA, Lateral Agility; DA, Diagonal Agility; Dec, Deceleration; Acc, Acceleration; RT, Reaction Time; Avg, Average; Adj OR, Adjusted Odds Ratio.

predictors. There were five predictors that were retained by
this process and we created our model using logistic regression
with the continuous representations of these variables. The
logistic regression analysis retained three predictors (Lateral
Agility Acceleration Asym, Lateral Flanker Deceleration Asym,
and Diagonal Agility RT Avg), as the strongest set. To assess
the potential for a simplification of the prediction model,
univariable analyses were performed to create binary cut-points.
Binary logistic regression is a commonly used method to
create multivariable clinical prediction models (Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 2000; Moons et al., 2015). The “events per variable”
(EPV) is the ratio of events (i.e., CLEI occurrence), to the
number of predictor variables, which has been recommended
to be no <10:1 (Moons et al., 2014; Pavlou et al., 2016; Austin
and Steyerberg, 2017). For our final model, we had a ratio of 19
injuries per predictor variable (57 injuries/3 predictor variables).

We also acknowledge a common criticism of binary
prediction models in that some participants may be misclassified
because they are just above or below the established cut-
point. It is understood the cut-points we established may
not be exactly the same cut-points for similar samples;
however, we are confident that our predictor variables would
be similar to a similar sample. We provided the reader
with the accuracy for the predictors for our model and for
the combination of predictors with 2 × 2 cross-tabulation.
The accuracy of the individual predictors ranged from
57.4 to 65.9% (Table 5), and was 72.0% for players having
≥ 2 factors (Table 6). We further understand the potential
for a non-linear relationship between the predictors and
CLEI. Further study is warranted to account for a possible
non-linear relationship, thus potentially strengthening our
prediction model.

A common criticism of prediction modeling is the lack of
adequate sample size. Our sample of 177 football players was
found to produce a statistical power level of 99.6% for avoidance

of a Type II error (Soe et al., 2005). Stratification to explore
interaction effects could potentially lower the cell counts to single
digits (Prieto-Marañón et al., 2012).

A key problemwithmany predictionmodels is lack of external
validation. Future research should determine the generalizability
of our model to a validation cohort. Large multi-site data
collection may lead to model refinement that will provide strong
external validity.

The ROC curve, specifically the AUC, relates to classification
accuracy for this cohort. For the predicted probabilities for the
continuous variables the ROC curve had an AUC of 0.670 (95%
CI: 0.584, 0.755). For the predicted probabilities for the binary
version of the variables, the ROC curve was even stronger with
an AUC of 0.709 (95% CI: 0.625, 0.792). According to Alba et al.
(2017), ROC curve AUC of 0.60–0.75 are interpreted as “possibly
helpful discrimination.”

Clinically, when examining prediction models, examining the
predicted probabilities might be a logical way to compare not
only results across groups, but it also provides each individual
with a probability of his or her likelihood of sustaining the
specified outcome event.

Reaction Time
We operationally defined RT has the time between the
appearance of the target until the body’s core moved 0.2m in
the correct direction (Wilkerson et al., 2020). Several studies have
demonstrated the importance of reaction time to athletic success
(Lempke et al., 2020; Caccese et al., 2021). Reaction time is also
affected when someone suffers a concussion (Gorus et al., 2006;
Lempke et al., 2020; Wilkerson et al., 2020; Caccese et al., 2021).
We found Diagonal Agility RT Avg to be predictor of CLEI.
Dual-task processing tests such as the Lateral Flanker, would have
slowed RTs from having to process the arrow sequence and decide
the direction in which to move to the proper target.
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TABLE 5 | 2 × 2 cross-tabulations output for final three binary variables in the prediction model.

Variable Cut-point AUC Accuracy Sn (95% CI) Sp (95% CI) PPV (95% CI)

LF Dec Asym ≥8.1% 0.596 57.4% 73.7% (61.0%, 83.4%) 49.6% (40.8%, 58.4%) 41.2% (35.6%, 47.0%)

LA Acc Asym ≥14.7% 0.592 65.9% 40.4% (28.6%, 53.3%) 78.2% (69.9%, 84.6%) 46.9% (35.8%, 58.5%)

DA RT Avg s ≥0.787 sec 0.565 62.7% 43.9% (31.8%, 56.7%) 71.7% (63.0%, 79.0%) 42.4% (32.8%, 52.5%)

Variable NPV (95% CI) OR (95% CI) RR (95% CI) Chi-square p-value Fisher’s exact p-value

LF Dec Asym 79.7% (71.1%, 86.3%) 2.75 (1.38, 5.49) 2.03 (1.66, 2.50) 8.55 0.003 0.003

LA Acc Asym 73.2% (68.4%, 77.6%) 2.42 (1.22, 4.80) 1.75 (1.43, 2.15) 6.57 0.010 0.009

DA RT Avg 72.9% (67.6%, 77.6%) 1.98 (1.03, 3.81) 1.56 (1.27, 1.92) 4.19 0.041 0.031

LF, Lateral Flanker; LA, Lateral Agility; DA, Diagonal Agility; Dec, Deceleration; Acc, Acceleration; RT, Reaction Time; Asym, Asymmetry; Avg, Average; AUC, Area Under the Curve; Sn,

Sensitivity; CI, Confidence Interval; Sp, Specificity; PPV, Positive Predictive Value; NPV, Negative Predictive Value; OR, Odds Ratio; RR, Relative Risk.

FIGURE 3 | Receiver operator characteristic analysis for the optimum number of predictors (≥2) from the three-factor model.

Asymmetry
Optimal movement is the ability to perform a functional task
equally well to either side as the task demands. Asymmetry
between extremities or movement directions may be present
following musculoskeletal injury, surgery, or a concussion,
which may constrain an athlete’s movement repertoire during

participation in demanding activities (Hughes et al., 2020;
Wilkerson et al., 2020). A deficiency in one’s ability to move
in either direction equally well can potentially elevate injury
risk. Several studies have demonstrated asymmetry as a risk
factor in injury prediction (Chalmers et al., 2017; Eagle et al.,
2019; Hughes et al., 2020; Wilkerson et al., 2020; King et al.,
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TABLE 6 | 2 × 2 cross-tabulation table for the 3-factor model, ≥2 factors.

LA Acc Asym ≥ 40.4%

LF Dec Asym ≥ 73.7%

DA RT Avg ≥ 0.439 s

CLEI No CLEI

≥2 Factors 36 28

<2 Factors 21 90

Fisher’s exact test (one-sided) p < 0.001

Sn = 63.2% (95% CI: 50.2%, 74.5%) Sp = 76.3% (95% CI: 67.8%, 83.0%)

PPV = 56.2% (95% CI: 46.8%, 65.3%) NPV = 81.1% (95% CI: 75.0%, 85.9%)

OR = 5.51 (95% CI: 2.78, 10.93) Accuracy = 72.0% (126/175)

LF, Lateral Flanker; LA, Lateral Agility; DA, Diagonal Agility; Acc, Acceleration; Dec, Deceleration; RT, Reaction Time; Asym, Asymmetry; Avg, Average; Sn, Sensitivity; Sp, Specificity;

PPV, Positive Predictive Value; NPV, Negative Predictive Value; OR, Odds Ratio.

FIGURE 4 | Receiver operator characteristic analysis for the predicted probabilities of the final three variables for both the continuous and binary forms of the three

predictors.

2021). Although not part of the current study, others have
speculated an imbalance in the distribution of excitatory and
inhibitory moderators between the hemispheres of the brain may
be a contributing factor in movement asymmetries. One’s ability
to adjust and accommodate to ever changing environments
is often the difference between success and failure (Serrien
et al., 2006; Takeuchi et al., 2012; Garrett et al., 2013; Grady
and Garrett, 2018; Wilkerson et al., 2020). If not adequately
addressed, asymmetries can persist long after the athlete has
returned to play from an injury. However, some clinicians fail
to either recognize the existence of the asymmetry or neglect
to assess for the asymmetry. This can cause a clinician to
believe the athlete has returned to “normal,” when in reality

the asymmetry problem that was not assessed may manifest
itself at a later time (Wilkerson et al., 2020, 2021a; King et al.,
2021).

What has not been universally accepted is the threshold for
these differences? In a study of professional soccer players, Read
et al., attempted to do quantify this threshold with a variety
of tests, including hopping and jumping. They concluded that
they were unable to find a single asymmetry threshold, stating
that it was their belief that the thresholds were sport and age
specific (Read et al., 2021). Others have stated that an asymmetry
of >10% to be problematic (Schiltz et al., 2009; Lambert et al.,
2020). The biggest challenge is a lack of prospective studies to
identify the asymmetries from a set of baseline measures. The
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TABLE 7 | Injury incidence relative to number of risk factors.

Number of factors CLEI No CLEI Total Incidence Cumulative incidence

0 6 31 37 16.2% 21/112 = 18.8%

1 15 60 75 20.0%

2 33 26 59 55.9% 36/65 = 55.4%

3 3 3 6 50.0%

Total 57 120 177 32.2%

CLEI, Core and Lower Extremity Injury.

data used for our study was gathered at baseline, prior to the
start of pre-season practice, when both teams were nearing the
end of their pre-season strength and conditioning programs with
the common goal of being in excellent physical condition for
the upcoming season. Our model identified two asymmetries as
predictors of CLEI: Lateral Agility Acceleration Asym (≥14.7%),
and Lateral Flanker Deceleration Asym (≥8.1%). The univariable
ORs for these predictors of CLEI were 2.75 (95% CI: 1.38,
5.49), and 2.42 (95% CI: 1.22, 4.80), respectively. Although
these cut-points may not provide equivalent discrimination in
similar cohorts, it does not diminish the potential importance of
asymmetrical movement as a factor that may elevate CLEI risk.

Acceleration and Deceleration
Each sport has its unique acceleration and deceleration demands.
Acceleration, one’s ability to speed up, has a greater metabolic
cost. Deceleration, one’s ability to slow down, has a greater
mechanical burden, due to greater peak loads and loading rate
(Lieberman et al., 2015; Harper et al., 2019, 2020). Deceleration
forces include horizontal and vertical forces to include braking
power and braking impulse (Lieberman et al., 2015; Harper et al.,
2019, 2020), but it is the horizontal forces which are costlier than
the vertical forces. The horizontal forces contribute more than a
third of the total cost of running (Lieberman et al., 2015). Just
like in an automobile where braking puts more stress and strain
on the vehicle’s systems than acceleration, braking of the body
creates increased forces and cause more structural damage than
acceleration (Harper et al., 2019). High-intensity accelerations
and decelerations have been studied in soccer players. In a
typical soccer match, a player may perform from 6 to 8 high-
intensity acceleration and deceleration movement per minute of
game time (Harper et al., 2020). In college football, defensive
backs displayed higher acceleration and deceleration values than
other position groups. As a unit, defensive players experienced
great acceleration-deceleration values (Wellman et al., 2017).
Our prediction model found one acceleration factor and one
deceleration factor as indicators of elevated CLEI risk.

In a meta-analysis by Harper et al., they examined high and
very high intensities for acceleration and deceleration. Eleven of
the studies established 3.0 m/s−2 as the high intensity threshold
while six studies established 3.5 m/s−2 as the very-high intensity
threshold (Harper et al., 2019). We applied the Harper et al.,
thresholds to assess the possible relevance of their findings to
our data of the Lateral Agility Acceleration Avg and the Lateral
Flanker Deceleration Avg. The largest percentage of players at a
particular intensity was for the high intensity threshold – Lateral

Agility Acceleration Avg with 50% of the players at ≥3.0 m/s−2.
There was about one-third or fewer of the players at or above for
the other three metrics, very high intensity threshold – Lateral
Agility Acceleration Avg, very high intensity threshold – Lateral
Flanker Acceleration Avg, and high intensity threshold – Lateral
Flanker Acceleration Avg. An examination of the ORs found all
four metrics to have ORs< 2.0 and all of the 95% CIs lower limits
were below the 1.0 threshold. For our data set, these thresholds do
not have a meaningful impact.

Dual-Task Processing
The ability to proficiently process a variety of neural inputs
and produce a correct physical response is the essence of
athletic movements (Nuzzo, 2015; Tarara et al., 2016; Araújo
et al., 2019). Athletic-related movements by their nature are
dual-task activities. Rarely do athletic activities occur as single-
task actions. Movement happens with some degree of cognitive
processing in order for the proper response to occur. Research
has demonstrated those with a history of concussion or
anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction have slowed dual-task
performance (Marques et al., 2020; Ness et al., 2020). This
slowing of dual-task neural processing may lead to differences in
performance capabilities which may also lead to an elevated risk
for musculoskeletal injury (Wilkerson et al., 2017, 2020). Several
authors have presented evidence of a possible residual, low-level
inflammatory response in the brain following concussion, which
causes altered neurocognitive processing (Ezza and Khadrawyb,
2014; Churchill et al., 2017, 2019). If true, then not only would
cognitive function be impaired, but so would dual-task WBRA
actions. The degree to which dual-task processing is integral to
functional movement makes it remarkable that clinicians do not
spend more time assessing this phenomenon. Further study is
warranted to examine more closely the effects of neurocognitive
dysfunction and its effect on physical performance which could
yield benefits for all levels of competition.

The Flanker Test adds a cognitive component to the
movements as the player must first discern the middle arrow,
then interpret that arrow’s direction, and finally move its
direction (Wilkerson et al., 2021a). As expected, the metrics
for the lateral flanker test were worse than the metrics on
the Lateral Agility. Surprisingly, this was not the case for the
Diagonal Flanker test vs. the Diagonal Agility test as the Diagonal
Flanker variables did not demonstrate substantial discriminatory
power. One possible reason for this phenomenon is that the
diagonal movements required for the WBRA tests mimic those
that offensive lineman perform in a football game or practice,
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using their pass protection skills. Anecdotally, it appeared that
offensive linemen and defensive backs did better on the diagonal
tests than defensive linemen and wide receivers. Unfortunately,
the data set did not contain specific position data of each player,
only their binary classification as a lineman or a skill position
player. Further study examining these specific positions groups
would be beneficial to further understand the role biomechanics
play in these assessments.

Limitations
Although the order of the specific repetitions within each test
mode was randomized, the order of the test modes was not
randomized as the protocol used is pre-set by system software.
The order in which the WBRA tests were administered was
the same for each participant: Lateral Agility, Lateral Flanker,
Diagonal Agility, and Diagonal Flanker. It cannot be ruled out
the role of doing the agility test prior to the Flanker test may have
had an impact on the Flanker exam outcome. The players were
able to watch their teammates perform the test battery. It cannot
be determined how a player watching his teammates perform the
test prior to their turn may have had on their performance when
they completed the test battery.

Another limitation to our study, was the effort given by the
players. It would be expected with full effort by the players
there would be a statistically significant differences between the
Football Bowl Subdivision team and the Football Championship
Subdivision team; however, this was not necessarily the case.
Analysis of the means of test metrics found the players from
the Football Championship Subdivision team outperformed the
players from the Football Bowl Subdivision team on several of the
test metrics. Finally, as a means to limit the time each player spent
doing the test battery, only eight repetitions were performed for
each of theWBRA test modes. Four repetitions to either side may
not have been sufficient to ensure reliable measurements.

Caution should be exercised applying our results to other
college football teams. Further examination utilizing players from
other levels of intercollegiate football would be beneficial. Ideally,

large multi-site data collectionmay lead to model refinement that
will provide strong external validity.
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